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1. INTROpuCTION 

Nonlinear error correction basically refers to nonlinear adjustment to� 

longrun equilibrium economic relationships. In this paper we show that the� 

concept of nonlinear error correction (NEC) models (Escribano (1987),� 

Granger and Lee (1990» has its s truc tural counterpart in the form of� 

optimizing a decision process under uncertainty over an infinite horizon� 

where the decision variable is quasi-fixed and bears asymmetric costs of� 

adjustment (Pfann and Palm (1988), Pfann and Verspagen (1989». The� 

concept of asymmetry implies that the costs of adjusting to a higher target� 

level are not necessarily marginally equivalent to the costs of adjusting� 

to a lower target level.� 

This paper has three main components. First, it outlines a model of non�

linear error correction (NEC) , in which the linear error correction term� 

a' Xt (the vector time series ~ is cointegrated, a is the cointegrating� 

vector) is replaced by the nonlinear term g(a'~), where g(.) is a nonline�

ar function. Second, several types of asymmetries are discussed. The� 

implications for the NEC model of trending targets are explained. Third,� 

it is shown that nonlinear error correction is present in a trivariate� 

series of UK employment, wage, and capital stock.� 

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 the nonlinear error� 

correction representation is derived from a general nonlinear autoregressi�

ve distributed lag model, and fssues of integration and cointegration� 

(Engle and Granger (1987» are passed in review. Section 3 presents the� 

linear partial adjustment modelo In section 4 the characteristics of the� 

asymmetric adjustment model are linked with the concept of nonlinear error� 

correction. In section 5 the implications of variables having trends in� 

mean with respect to NEC models are discussed. Sec~ion 6 presents several� 

specifications of asymmetries in the NEC model, that can be found in the� 

literature. It is shown that these nonlinear error corrections are special� 

cases of the general formulation presented in the papero An empirical ap�

plication is given in section 7 where the nonlinear relationship is� 

investigated between UK time series data on employment real wage costs and� 

the stock of capital goods. Finally, in section 8 conclusions are drawn.� 
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2. NONLINEAR ERROR CORRECTION ANO COINTEGRATION 

Let Xt be an (Nxl)-vector of economic variables, and suppose that we have T 

observations of each individual series of Xt . Let E(Xt ) - ~t be an (Nxl)

vector whose element can be constant terms, deterministic trends etc., and 

define Xt - Xt - ~t. If we decompose ~ - (Qt,Pt ), , where Qt is one dimensio

nal and Pt is an «N-l)xl)-vector, we can factorize the joint density of Xt 
into the conditional and the marginal, see for example Engle et al. (1983),~ 

O(}CtIXt-l,Xt-2"" ,Xa,O) - O(Qtlpt,Xt-l,Xt-2"" ,Xa,01)O(ptIXt-l,Xt-2,'" ,Xa ,02) 

(2.1) 

If the pararneters of interest ~ are a function of the parameters 01, ~ 

f(Ol)' and if Pt is weakly exogenous for the parameter of interest ~, we 

can rnake inference on ~ based on the conditional density without any loss 

of relevant information. In particular we will be interested in the 

conditional expectation E(Qtlpt'~-1,Xt-2"" ,Xa,Ol)' 

Let f t - Qt - E(Qtlpt,xt-l, ... ,Xa,Ol) so that f t is a rnartingale difference 

sequence relative to the 1-algebra generated by (Pt,Xt-l , ... ,Xa)' For 

sirnplicity we will assume that f t has a constant variance equal to 0":. 
Suppose we can approximate the conditional expectation by a finite autore

gressive distributed lag rnodel witb a nonlinear term, see Escribano (1987), 

(2.2) 

[ Then we can write the equation for Qt as 

where ~(B) is a finite lag polynomial in the lag operator B, with ~(O) - 1, 

O(B) is a (lx(N-l»-vector of finite polynomials in the lag operator B. 

The lag operator B is such that BkXt - ~-k and O(O) is a (lx(N-l» -vector 

whose elernents are not all equal to O so that in euqation (2.1) there are 

sorne conternporaneous weakly exogenous variables. The nonlinear function g 

is such that Ig(Z)1 ~ aZ where a < l. 
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If both ~(B) and 8(B) have a unit root then Qt and Pt are weakly integrated 

of order one, 1(1). In this case we can obtain different, but observation

a11y equiva1ent, representations from (2.2). Taking Tay10r series expansi

ons of ~(B) and 8(B) around the point B  1 we get 

L 
~(B) 

and 

- ~(1) + ~*(B)(l-B) (2.3) 

O(B) - 8(1) + 8*(B)(1-B) (2.4) 

! r 
L~ 

where 

(2.3) 

~*(B) and 8*(B) have a11 roots outside the unit circ1e. Substituting 

and (2.4) in equation (2.2) and rearranging terms we obtain 

(2.5) 

Now decompose ~(1) - r1Ql and 

r1Ql' we norma1ize (2.5) as 

8(1) - r 1Q2' and divide (2.5) by the scalar 

Qt - QPt - ~-1(1)~*(B)(1-B)Qt 

+ ~-l(l)Et, 

- ~-1(1)8*(B) (1-B)E\ - ~-l(l)g(Qt-l - QPt-1) 

(2.6) 

L~ 

which is a non1inear version of Bew1ey's representation, (Bew1ey (1979», 

with Q - -~-1(1)0(1). Notice that Bew1ey's linear representation is 

obtained from (2.6) by setting g(Qt-l - QPt-1) - O. See Hy11eberg and Mizon 

(1989) for an a1ternative procedure to derive this representation. 

If we add and subtract ~(1)B and O(l)B 

can rewrite ~(B) and 8(B) as fo11ows 

to (2.3) and (2.4) respective1y, we 

~(B) - ~(l)B + [~*(B) + ~(l)](l-B) - ~(l)B + ~**(B)(l-B) (2.7) 

and 

8(B) - O(l)B - [O*(B) + 8(1)](1-B) - O(l)B + 8**(B)(1-B), (2.8) 

where ~**(B) and 8**(B) have a11 roots outside the unit circ1e. 

!ir 
l~ 
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Substituting (2.7) and (2.8) into (2.2) we obtain a non1inear error 

correction representation 

(2.9) 

Decomposing the long-term components as 4'(1) - r101, 9(1) - r 102 , and 

dividing by the scalar 01 we can normalize (2.9) getting a more explicit 

representation 

where 4'o(B) + (1/01)4'**(B), 90 (B) - (1/01)9**(B), go(') - (1/01)g(.), and 

- (1/01)E t . If Sa(.) - O, we obtain the linear error correction mode1.EOt 

In general the function go(Qt-l - oPt-1) incorporates a11 departures from 

the linear and symmetric error correction term, r 1(Qt-l - 01\-1)' For mode1sI1 
\ - (2.6) and (2.10) to be we11 specified, Qt - oFt must be 1(0) since Qt and Ft 

are both 1(1), with (1,-0)' being the cointe¡ratin¡ vector. A1so it must 

ho1d that a non1inear function go(I(O» is sti11 1(0). This 1ast condition 

is genera11y satisfied under o-mixing conditions, see Escribano (1987b).[,� 

r
I
l_ 

The error correction and Bew1ey's representations are observationa11y 

equiva1ent a1though in practice one can be preferred over the other. 

Wickens and Breusch (1988) mentioned that Bew1ey's representation has the 

advantage of giving the correct standard errors from the longrun coeffi

cients at the costs of requiring instrumental variables estimation (IV), 

since the error term Et is corre1ated with the regressor (l-B)Qt. On the 

other hand, the error correction representation can be estimated by OLS, 

and the standard errors of the longrun coefficients may be obtained after 

some ca1cu1ations (Dolado et al. (1990» or by nonlinear 1east squares 

(Stock (1987». 

3. THE LINEAR PARTIAL ADJUSTMENT MODEL 

In the linear partia1 adjustment mode1 a representative economic agent is 

assumed to construct a contingency plan at time t for a pure1y nondetermi
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nistic quasi-fixed decision variable Q 1) in order to minimize the expected 

real present va1ue of a quadratic 10ss-function over an infinite time 

horizon. The optimization prob1em is as fo110ws 

MINIMIZE E[~_OP1«Qt+1 - Q~+1)2 + ..,«1-B)QtH)2) lotl , (3.1) 
Q 

where E is the mathematica1 expectations operator, 0t is the conditioning 

set of avai1ab1e information at time t, p is a real discount va1ue lying 

between zero and one, .., is a constant positive parameter measuring the 

adjustment costs of changing the 1eve1 of Q over time. Q* is the target 

r-- 1evel of Q, and is assumed to be linear1y re1ated to the firms pure1y 

nondeterministic forcing variables Pt and a stochastic zero mean shock U t 

(3.2) 

where a' is a «N-1)x1)-vector of constant parameters. If Qt - Q~, equati

on (3.2) can be interpreted as the longrun equilibrium re1ation between Q 

and P, a1so known as the cointegration re1ationship, with (l,-a) being the 

c01ntegration vector. 

The first order conditionfor (3.1) at time t is 

(3.3) 

or 

(3.4) 

The left-hand side of (3.4) cannot be observed as such. but the forward 

100king c10sed form solution for the inhomogeneous second order linear¡~' 
difference equation is wel1-known in 1iterature. and can be written as the 

partia1 adjustment representation (cf. Nicke11 (1985» 

(3.5) 
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where A i5 the root of the characteristic equation 

(3.6) 

that 1ies within the unit circ1e, being 

(3.7) 

since both roots are real and 1ie on either side of the unit circ1e (cf. 

Pa1m and pfann (1991». Without 10ss of genera1ity we may assume that the 

generating process of Pt. is an autoregressive process, where T(B) is the 

ji corresponding autoregressive lag po1ynomia1. Then we substitute (3.2) into 
<•• (3.5) and obtain (cf. Hansen and Sargent (1980» 

(l-AB)Qt. - a(1-A)(1-PA)(1-PAB-1»-1(T(PA)-PAB-1T(B»Pt. + (l-A)(l-PA)Ut, (3.8) 

f. 
which may be simp1ified into the unique c10sed form solution of (3.1) 

Qt. - AQt.-l + a(l-A)T*(B)Pt. + (l-A) (l-PA)ut. (3.9) 

where T*(B) - (l-PA) (T(PA) (1-PAB-1) )-l(T(PA) - PAB-IT(B». 

T*(B)Pt. is known as the forward 100king target of the linear partia1 

adjustment mode1. The zero mean process of stochastic shocks Ut, is 

predominant1y found to fo110w an autoregressive process in the empirica1 

1iterature on flexible adjustment mechanisms. Then the resu1ting autocor

re1ation in the residual error of (3.9) is eliminated app1ying the Koyck 

transformation procedure, transforming (3.9) into 

(l-AB)~(B)Qt. - a(1-A)8(B)Pt. + ~t. (3.10) 

J 
1- where ~t. is a white noise innovation. lf, in accordance with section 2, Qt. 

as we11 as Pt. have unit roots the partia1 adjustment mode1 (3.10) can be 

written as a linear error correction mode1 with ~(.) - O (see a1so Nicke11 

(1985» 

(3.11) 
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J 

where ~a(B) and 8a (B) have a11 roots outside the unit circ1e. 

Define ~A(B) - (l-AB)~(B). Now we can write (3.10) as 

(3.12) 

Decomposing the po1ynomia1s 

(2.4) we get 

~A(B) and 6(B) according to equations (2.3) and 

(3.13) 

Deviding equation (3.13) by ~A(l), we obtain Bew1ey's representation 

(3.14) 

where a* - ~¡l(l)a(l-A). 

4. ASYMMETRIC ADJUSTMENT MODEL AND NONLINEAR ERROR CORRECTION 

I \' 

:1. _ 

In this section we imp1ement the· asymmetric adjustment costs flexible 

functiona1 form proposed by pfann and Verspagen (1989) into the structura1 

partia1 adjustment mode1. The economic agent chooses a contingency plan at 

time t for a quasi-fixed decision variable Q in order to minimize the 

expected real present va1ue of a non1inear loss-function over an infinite 

time horizon. The optimization prob1em with asymmetric adjustment costs 

(AAC) is as fo11ows 

Min E {rf.OP1«Qi -Q~-i) 
Q 

+ AAC«l-B)Qt.+i) lar.> (4.1) 

I L (4.2) 

i r~ 
I {._.

I 
I 

The constant parameter () measures the difference in costs between an 

increase in Q and a decrease in Q. If () is positive, costs of increasing Q 

exceed costs of reducing Q, and vice versa. Under the restriction of () 

being equa1 to zero (4.1) is just the 1inear-quadratic optimization prob1em 

discussed in the previous section. 

,e' 
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Hence, the symmetric linear partial adjustment model is nested in the 

asymmetric model (4.1). \le note that the asymmetric specification is 

strictly convex under the standard assumption of 1 being positive. The ex

ponential AAC also encompasses polynomial approximations of many nonlinear 

functions. This is shown in the sequel of the papero 

The first order necessary conditions for (4.1) are as follows 

¡9E(-y(l-B)Qt.+l + 6(exp(6(1-B)Qt.+l)-1) IOt,l - l(l-B)Qt. + (Qt.-Q~) 

+ 6(exp(6(1-B)Qt.)~1). (4.3) 

According to our knowledge a closed form solution for equation (4.3) is not 

(yet) known. One possible way to circumvent the absence of a reduced form 

model is to estimate the Euler equations with Hansen's GMM-estimation 

technique. This approach has been followed in pfann and Palm (1988). 

Hamilton' s (1989) approach is to transform the data into discrete Markov 

processes, arguing nonlinearities in the data are generated by stochastic 

processes that are subject to discrete shifts in regime. \le believe that 

valuable information being present in the data will be lost by Hamilton's 

transformation method. Novales (1990) proposed a solving technique for 

nonlinear models positting stochastic processes for the decision variable 

Qt. in order to solve the model for the forcing variables. This method is 

untractable with respect to our approach, since the parameters of asymmetry 

have to be chosen a priori in Novales' method. Yet, a suitable approxima

tion of the closed form solution may exist, and using additional informati

on more efficient estimates of the structural parameters may be obtained. 

Granger and Lee (1990) considered error correction models where the positi

ve residual error of the longrun relationship, max(Qt.-l - QPt.-l;O), and the 

negative residual error of the longrun relationship, min(Qt.-l - QPt.-l;O), 

have been introduced into the model as separate regressors. 

The optimization model with asymmetries in adjustment costs (4.1) is the 

structural counterpart of the asymmetric error correction modelo To measure 

the asymmetric error correction we introduce the following concepts. 

Positive error correction movements are characterized by positive differen

ces between two subsequent measurement points of the longrun equilibrium 

error 
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(4.4.1)� 
otherwise. 

Negative error correction movements are characterized by negative differen

ces between two subsequent measurement points of the longrun equi1ibrium 

error 

otherwise. 
(4.4.2) 

The nonlinear function &l:(.) 

fo11ows (see figure A.1) 2) 

introduced in (2.10) is hence expressed as 

(4.5) 

f' 
\ 

since (l-B)(Qt-aPt) - (Qt-aPt)+ + (Qt-aPt)-, whereas 

~ in equation (3.11) such that ~(~1+~2) - ~. 

~l and ~2 correspond with 

The corresponding 

substituting (4.5) 

asymmetric error correction 

for -(l-~)(Qt-l-aPt-l) in (3.11). 

mode1 

This 

can 

gives 

be obtained 

~a(B) (l-B)Qt - - (l-~l) (Qt-l-aPt-l) - - (1-~2) (Qt-l-aPt-l)+ 

+ a(1-~)8a(b)(1-B)Pt + ~t. (4.6) 

Equation (4.6) can be ana1yzed using a two step estimation technique, as 

proposed by Eng1e and Granger (1987). First, one estimates the cointegra

ting vector a by OLS, &. Second, equation (4.6) can be estimated with 

(Qt-l-aPt-l)- and (Qt-l-&Pt -1)+ as separate regressors identifying ~l and l2' 

( . 

I 
'[ ..' 

Intui tive1y, one expects the adjustment speed parameters, II and l2' 

the parameter of asyrnmetric adjustment costs, () of equations (4.1) 

(4.2) to be re1ated. Unfortunate1y, no c10sed form solution can 

obtained for the asyrnmetric first order conditions (4.3). To link 

notion of asyrnmetric speedsof adjustment (~l' ~2) with the notion of 

and 

and 

be 

the 

2) More senerel nonlineer adjustments will be considered in section 6. 
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í 
asymmetry in adjustment costs (6), we proceed proposing a piecewise c10sed 

form solution of (4.3) depending on the direction of the adjustment. 

Linearizing (4.2) using a piecewise second order Tay10r series expansion 

gives 

11( (1-B)Qt)2 1ff (l-B)Qt > O 

AAC«l-B)Qt) • 12«1-B)Qt)2 1ff (l-B)Qt < O (4.7) 
[ 

O otherwise 

where "h and 12 are constant positive cost parameters of respective1y 

rising and declining adjustment. Expression (4.7) imp1ies that 

iff o > O11 > 12' 
iff 6 < O, and (4.8)11 < 12'� 
iff o -= O.�11 = 12' 

{
I
: 

..'.
, 

Thus, in the quest for a c10sed form solution of the non1inear second order 

difference equation (4.3) the continuous1y differentiab1e asymmetric 
I 

specification (4.2) has been approximated by a piecewise linear quadraticI 

I 

expansiono From the previous section the c10sed form solution for each
:[ piecewise linear-quadratic approximation is known. The two linearized 

necessary conditions are 

E[ (1-B)Qt+110t] -= ,a-1(1-B)Qt + (,a11)-1(Qt-Q~), 1ff (l-B)Qt > O (4.9a) 

and 

iff (l-B)Qt < O. (4.9b) 
I 
I 

I 
When Qt-Q~ is negative, we expect Qt to rise in the next periodo

i r 
! l " Thus (l-B)Qt > O corresponds with (Qt-O:Pt)+. Vice versa, when Qt-Q~ is 
1

positive, we expect Qt to fa1l in the next periodo So (l-B)Qt < O corres

ponds with (Qt-O:Pt)-. The c10sed form solution of (4.9) is therefore the 

NEC mode1 (4.6). The re1ationships between the adjustment speed parameters 

:r (A1,A2) of (4.6) and the parameters of the piecewise 1inear1y approximated 
l _ 

asymmetric adjustment costs model are as fo11ows 
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~l - ~(l+p-l+(P"Yl)-l) - ~«1+p-l+(P"Yl)-l)2 - 4P-l )%� (4.10a) 

~2 - ~(1+p-l+(P"Y2)-l) - ~«1+p-l+(P"Y2)-l)2 - 4p-l)%.� (4.10b) 

This completes the formal derivation of the re1ationship between asymmetric 

error correction mode1s and asymmetric adjustment mode1s. 

5.� NONLINEAR ERROR CORRECTION MOOELS ANO THE IMPLICATIONS OF HAVING 

TRENOS IN THE MEAN 

In the case of Qt and Pt having trends in the means the NEC representation 

specified in terms of Pt and Qt according to equation (2.10) is as fo110ws 

~a(B)(l-B)Qt + 8a (B)(1-B)Pt - ~a(B)(l-B)~qt - 8a(B)(1-B)~Pt 

+ r l (~q - a~p ) - r l (Qt-l-aPt-l) - 'L (-~q + a~p + Qt-l - aPt -1) + €",tt-l t-l� ca t-l t-l .... 
(5.1) 

However, equation (5.1) is usua11y written as 

~a(B)(l-B)Qt + 8a (B)(1-B)Pt - Cl - r1(Qt-l - aPt -l ) - ~(Qt-l - aPt- l ) + fato 

(5.2) 

For (5.2) to be a we11 specified mode1 severa1 conditions need to be 

satisfied. Oifferencing once shou1d be a good detrending procedure for the 

means so that (l-B)~qt and (l-B)~Pt are not trending. The trends in mean of 

Qt and Pt shou1d be proportiona1 (co-trending in mean), such that ~qt-a~Pt is 

no 10nger trending. Notice a1so that the asymmetric terms of ~ ( .) are 

forced to satisfy a1so the requirements as we11. The cointegrating vector 

(l,-a) is a1so the vector that is making the trends in the mean to be co

trending. 

To obtain the structura1 counterpart of the asymmetric error correction 

mode1 with Pt and Qt having trends in the means we have to redefine some of 

the characterizations presented in section 4. 

The error correction components now becomes 

/ . (Qt-aPt) - (~qt-a~Pt) iff (l-B)«Qt-~qt)-a(Pt-~Pt» > O 
\ (Qt -aPt )+ 

[ O otherwise� (5.3.1) 

and 
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(Qot-OPt) - (lJqt-OIJPt) iff (l-B)«Qt-lJqt)-o(Pt-IJPt» < O 

[ otherwise� (5.3.2) 

The piecewise second order Tay10r series expansion of the asymmetric 

adjustment costs function is then as fo11ows 

O¡[ (1- B) (Qt -lJqt ) ]2 iff (l-B) (Qt-lJqt ) > O 

AAC«l-B)Qt) - 02 [ (1- B) (Qt -lJqt ) ]2 iff (l-B) (Qt-lJqt ) < O 

O� otherwise. (5.4) 

After these redefinitions equations (4.5) , (4.6) and (4.8) to (4.10)� 

applies.� 

To c1arify the specification error when trends in the means are not� 

correct1y accounted for, a simple examp1e is given in figures sA and sB.� 

Here equations (4.4.1) and (4.4.2) are no longer true, because the area A'.� 

that corresponds to (l-B)(Qt-oPt) - (l-B)ut is positive, and Qt-OPt - Ut is� 

positive as we11. However, in area A (l-B)(Qt-oPt) is negative, whereas Qt�

oPt is positive. The same argument ho1ds for the condition of equation� 

(4.4.2) which is re1ated to the areas B' and B of figure sA and the corres

ponding area of figure sB. 

Moreover, asymmetries may occur between situations where the growth rate of 

the observed decision variable (Qt) exceeds the growth rate of the target 

Q~ on the one hand, and situations where the growth rate of Qt is lower 

than the growth rate of Q~ on the other hand. This asymmetry may even be 

observed during periods where the decision variable is above the target 

(see figures sA and sB). Simi1ar1y, we can account for asymmetry in growth 

rates between areas B and B' . 

In order to imp1ement the notion of trending asymmetry in an error correc

tion framework, the adjustment towards the equi1ibrium shou1d be a corres

pondence, instead of a function (see figure A2). We are current1y investi
1 
l� gating the implications of trending asymmetries in dynamic time series 

mode1s. This analysis, however, is considered to be beyond the scope of 

this papero 

L, 
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6. IXPES OF ASXMMETRIES 

In this section we consider more general forms of the non1inear function 

~(.) that can be found in the sti11 young 1iterature on non1inear error 

corrections and asymmetric adjustment. A11 the dynamic representations are 

in deviations from the mean, Qt - Q -" and P - P -" t r-qt t t r-Pt • 

First, we� consider a piecewise linear adjustment type of function (see 

figure A.3) 

[
[1 iff Qt . oPt� 

a otherwise� 

1 iff C- ~ Qt� 

a otherwise� 

1 1ff Qt . oPt[ 


a iff Qt - oPt 

(6.1) 

c~ 

- oPt ~ c+ 

c+~ 

< C-. 

r� From figure 6C it is c1ear that the equilibrium is unique, a1though the 

L� adjustment is slower in a small interva1 (C·,C+) around the equilibrium. 

However, to impose uniqueness of the equi1ibrium may be too restrictive in 

general. If, in the interva1 (C-,C+) c10se to the equi1ibrium there is no 

adjustment, (see figure A4), a continuum of egui1ibria exists. Particular 

L
{'

cases of interest that are nested in this formu1ation are obtained if C· �

a and c+ > a, or if C· < a and c+ - a.� 
Next, we consider a second type of functions, name1y, the more general cubic� 

poynomia1s (see figure AS)� 

(6.2) 

where JJ3t is time dependent in order to guarantee the asymptotic stabi1ity 

conditions (see Escribano (1986), (1991b), and Hendry and Ericsson (1991». 

Equation (6.2) is on1y an approximation to more general adjustment mecha[ 

nisms, which can be obtained by nonparametric techniques (smoothing 

splines) . Figure A6 represents the adjustment mechanism observed for UK 
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money demand during the period 1878-1970. Equation (6.2) has the nice 

property� that the adjustment is faster when the distance between the 

decision variable and the target becomes 1arger. 

7. AN EMPIRICAL APPLICATION 

The asymmetric adjustment error correction approach may proof usefu1 in 

structura11y ana1yzing any economic time series that is assumed to be 

endogenous1y generated by the optimizing behavior of (representative) 

agents. Examp1es are investment : Gou1d (1968), consumption : Hall (1978), 

emp10yment Sargent (1978), and so forth. The empirica1 applicatione 
L·� presented in this section wi11 be 1imited to the theory and practice of 

dynamíc labor demand, and is founded on the research described in pfann 

(1990). 

The following notations will be used. Lt, - the number of white collar 

workers employed in the U.K. manufacturing sector at time t; Wt - the real 

U.K. manufacturing sector white collar wage costs at time t; Kt - the U.K. 

manufacturing sector capital stock at time t. The annua1 U.K. data run 

[' from 1955 to 1986 (see appendix 1 for the sources and the definitions). 

\ .... 

The characteristics of the series are as fo11ows (see appendix 2) 

1: Lt"� Kt and Wt have a uni t root 

2: Lt"� K and W have one cointegrating vector.t t 

In this examp1e the decision variable is white collar employment, and the 

set of forcing variables consists of real white collar wage costs and 

capital. Hence forth, in correspondence with the preceding section, the 

following relation hold 

i•..• 
The equi1ibriurn errors from the cointegration re1ationship are as follows 

Út - ~ +� 5.35 + 0.28 OC74 + 1.89 W - 2.59 K (7.1)t� t 
(4.41) (8.20) (9.32) (10.66) 

R2
- 0.83 a - 0.056 ADF - -4.56 
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In a11 equations abso1ute t-va1ues are given within parentheses. OC74 is a 

step-dummy for the oil crisis of fall 1973 being one from 1974 on. In 

addition to the correct1y specified test of the cointegrating vectors of 

the system (see Phillips (1991», as presented in appendix 2, we a1so 

present the Augmented Dickey Fu11er statistic (ADF) in (7.1). 

Judging from tab1e IIb of Phi11ips and Ou1iaris (1990) the hypothesis of no 

cointegration is rejected in equation (7.1). Leaving out OC74 reduced the 

Augmented Dickey Fu11er statistic (ADF) to -1.49. Consequent1y, structura1 

breaks may b1ur cointegration re1ations if they are not adequate1y dea1t 

with (see al50 Pa1m and pfann (1991), Perron (1989), Escribano (1991a». 

Figure 7.1 shows ~ of equation (7.1), where the horizontal 1ine p1ays the 

role of the 10ngrun equi1ibrium between Lt. Kt and Wt . 

The estimated linear error correction mode1 (3.12) is as fol1ows 

(l-B)Lt - -0.006 - 0.007 (l-B)Wt - l + 2.28 (l-B)l<t-l - 0.24 Üt-l 

(4.16) (0.32) (4.36) (1.90) 

(7.2) 

Samp1e - 1957-1986 

RZ - 0.46 a - 0.033 X~(2) - 0.70 X¡oRM(2) - 1.85 X~CH( 2) - O. 78 

The reported statistics are the residual based Ljung-Box test for residual 

autocorre1ation (Xh) , the residual based normality test (XAORM). and the 

residual based ARCH test (xks). AH tests have two degrees of feedom. 

None of the tests are significant. Thus the mode1 wou1d be an acceptab1e 

econometric mode1. Next, we report the estimated asymmetric error correc

tion mode1 (4.5) 

(l-B)Lt - -0.06 - 0.05 (l-B)Wt - l + 2.17 (l-B)l<t-l - 0.42 ~-l - 0.07 ut-l 

(3.37) (0.25) (4.13) (2.19) (0.41) 

(7.3) 

Samp1e - 1957-1986 

R2 - 0.49 a - 0.032 X~(2) - 0.24 X¡oRM(2) - 1. 95 Xks(2) - 0.51 

The estimated error correction parameters in (7.3) provide us with usefu1 

additiona1 information with respect to the asymmetry between underequi1i

brium adjustment and overequi1ibrium adjustment towards the longrun 

cointegration relation. The finding that üt-l and ut-l both have negative 

signs is in 1ine with the expected error corrections for procyc1ica1 
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variables. However, the two models are not statistically distinct : the F

statistic testing the statistical significance of the included asymmetry 

(7.3) versus the linear symmetric model (7.2) yields F(1,25) - 1.5S. The 

adjustment speed towards a higher target level of white collar employment 

(l-~l - 0.42) exceeds the adjustment speed towards a lower target level (1

~2 - 0.07). The characteristic roots Al - 0.5S and A2 - 0.93 lie within the 

unit circle. Using (5.9a) and (5.9b) the piecewise linear asymmetric ad

justment costs parameters yield ~l - 3.07 and ~2 - 114.04, assuming .,. 

0.95. Thus, we find that ~l < ~2' implying 6 < O (see (4.6», which is in 

accordance with the finding of Pfann and Palm (198S) for U.K. manufacturing 

white collar workers : white collar workers are more easily hired in times 

of economic growth than fired in times of economic recession. 

8. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper we showed that nonlinear error correction mechanisms that are 

found to exist in time series data may be endogenously generated resulting 

from the optimizing behavior of (representative) agents that face asymme

trie costs of adjustment. The rationale for asymmetric costs is equivalent 

to the notion of nonlinear error correction mechanisms: the adjustment path 

to a higher target level should not necessarily be symmetric with the ad

justment path to a lower target -level. Several types of asymmetry are 

discussed and we explained how trends should be included in the nonlinear 

error correction model. In a numerical example we estimated the adjustment 

speeds in different phases of the economic cycle for U.K. manufacturing 

white collar workers, finding that white collar workers are more easily 

hired in times of economic growth than fired in times of economic recessi

ons. 

I 1-"-"' 
! 1, 
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Several Types of Asymmetries
Figure A 
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Figure 5.1 Nonlinear Error Correction with Trend in Mean. 
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Figure 7.1� 
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APPENDIX 1� SOURCES OF THE ANNUAL U.K. MANUFACTURING DATA. 

The base year of a1l prices and indices is 1980.� 

Samp1e : 1955-1986.� 

The fo110wing main data sources were used� 

BB Blue Book 

DEG Department of Employment Gazette 

ETAS Economic Trend Annua1 Suplement 

HABLS Historical Abstract of British Labour Statistic 

MM Mendis L. and J. Mue11bauer (1984), British Manufacturing 

Productivity 1955-1983 Measurement Prob1ems, OH 

Shocks, and Thatcher Effects, CEPR Discussion Paper No. 

34. 

Ibe variables are� defined as fo110ws 

l. 
L� The natural log of the total numbers of employees in U.K. 

manufacturing, have been obtained froID ETAS. 

The natural 10g of the real weak1y earnings index have 

been obtained by def1ating gross weekly earnings of 

manual and nonmanua1 workers (pre-1970 data HABLS; froro 

1970 on data: New Earnings Survey in DEG) by Py. 

K� The natural log of the gross capital stock at constant 

prices (K) have been obtained from SS for data froID 1963 

and from MM for pre-1963 data. 

r 
i 
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UNIT ROOTS 

Mode1 : 
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UNIT ROOTS AND COINTEGRATION. 

TESTS 

(l-B)Vt, - a'Xt, + alVt,-l + az(l-B)Vt,-l + €t, 

Vt, E (Lt" Ke, Wt.l� 

Xt, + (CONST, OC74)*� 

Ha al - O� 

Samp1e : 1957-1986 

Lt, Kt Wt, 

Fu11er's TT -1. 37 -2.53 -0.92 

Adjusted R2 0.33 0.85 0.50 

DW-statistic 2.01 1.42 1.96 

* Oc74 is a step dummy equa1 to 1 1974 and zero e1sewhere . 

.
According to Fu11er's TT statistic (Fu11er 91976), tab1e 8.5.2) we do not 

reject the hypothesis that the univariate time series have a unit root. 

Also, if we take account of the fact that one dummy variable (OC74) is 

inc1uded in the model and therefore use the distribution given by Perron 
( 

\ ' (1989), we reach the same conc1usion.
L 

JOHANSEN'S COINTEGRATION TESTS 

Exaplanatory Variable Lt, 

Forcing Variables 'Jt , Ke� 
Samp1e : 1957-1986� 

Ha : r� 

CV .. 1 (r - O) 33.46� 
CV - 2 (r - 1) 4.01� 

CV number of cointegration vectors. 

The critica1 va1ues for a three variate cointegration system are given in[ 
tab1e 1 of Johansen (1988) : 23.8 and 26.1 for 5 percent and 2.5 percent 

significant leve1s respectively. We find that the hypothesis of no 

cointegration is rejected in favor of one cointegration vector. 
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